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Guidelines for Article Submission on non-fictional Crime 
 
Title : Feel free to add any proposal(s) for the Title of the Article (should include the keyword, 
which is the main subject of the article ex. victim name or the serial killer etcetera...) 
 
Headings:  Include them (ex. ‘Early Life’, ‘Victims’, ...) 
 
Length of Article: Minimum between 600 - 1000 words, there’s no Maximum. You are free 
to include as many extra information as you want (besides the agreed length!) related to the 
subject such as related books, portrayal in media, general information or list of their victims 
and so on...  
 
Facts: Use only actual facts of the crime! Don’t include things that never occurred or 
fantasize anything.  
 
Infobox: It would be interesting and easy to add a small info box on the serial killer, mass 
murder or ... with the article which includes various number or facts. Such as the total victim 
count, sentence, weapons of choice and so on...  
 
Media: Feel free to add any sort of media within the article. Only if you meet any of these 
conditions: (i) you hold the rights, (ii) are in public domain, (iii) you have been given the right 
to use or (iv) may be used within a creative common or fair-use license.  
 
References: At the end of the Article submission, post the references or sources used. 
These will not be publicized but kept with the original submission should there be something 
posted that is false or untrue.  
 
Opinion: Do not add personal  opinions about people (‘He was an asshole’, ‘She was truly a 
bitch’,’Burn in hell’ ...) however you are free to add true psychological facts on their mindset 
or character.  
 
Writing style: Own preference however it the article or story should grab the reader's’ 
attention. They should be able to visualize what you write. Generate interest to read more, 
not bore the reader. 
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